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Abstract
Recently, the mobile communication industry is moving rapidly towards long-term evolution (LTE)
systems. LTE aims to provide improved service quality over 3G systems in terms of throughput,
spectral efficiency, latency, and peak data rate, and MIMO technique is one of the key enablers of
the LTE system for achieving these diverse goals. Among several operational modes of MIMO, multiuser MIMO (MU-MIMO) in which the base station transmits multiple streams to multiple users,
has received much attention as a way for achieving improvement in performance. In this paper we
present a Multiuser MIMO-OFDM-based simulator that includes the main physical layer functionalities and calculate the throughput of LTE Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) and Time Division
Duplex (TDD) systems. The simulator has been used to evaluate the performance of the 3GPP
Long-Term Evolution (LTE) technology.
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1. Introduction
LTE is one of the most promising wirelesses-technology platforms for the future. The version being deployed
today is just the beginning of a series of innovations that will increase performance, efficiency, and capabilities.
To address the growing mobile broadband demand, the 3 GPP standards body released the next technological
step, Long Term Evolution (LTE) [1] [2]. LTE is designed to substantially improve end-user throughputs, increase sector capacity and reduce user plane latency. Among many features in the LTE which supports up to
3Gbps throughput in downlink, Multi user multiple-input-multiple-output (MU-MIMO) scheme has been identified as one of the key enablers for achieving a high spectral efficiency. Both in theory and design perspectives,
MU-MIMO systems have several unique features distinct from single user MIMO (SU-MIMO) systems [3]. To
make up for the shortcomings of SU-MIMO, early LTE [4] standards (Rel. 8 and 9) defined a primitive form of
the MU-MIMO mode. Many of us might have heard about LTE peak throughput is 300 Mbps, but how many of
us know how we calculate that? This paper provides the information, how this number is calculated? In this paHow to cite this paper: Krishna, P., Kumar, T.A. and Rao, K.K. (2015) Throughput Evaluation of Downlink Multiuser-MIMO
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per, we explained the calculations of theoretical throughput for both the LTE Frequency Division Duplex (FDD)
and Time Division Duplex (TDD) systems [5] [6].

2. System Model
We consider a downlink MIMO-OFDM system with m users, N f subcarriers, nT transmit antennas at the
base station, and nRm receive antennas at the mth mobile station. The data for a particular user, for example, m,
are transmitted in packets, and denoted as S m [ n ] ∈ C N m for n = 1, , N f , where N m is the number of spatial
sub channels that are offered from the multiple transmit antennas. Since the channels are assumed to be quasi-static fading from one OFDM symbol to another, the time index is omitted for simplicity. We also assume
that the elements in S m [ n ] are independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables. Let pm [ k , n ] denotes the power that is allocated to the kth spatial sub channel on the nth subcarrier of user m.
With proper guard timing and cyclic prefix, the estimated frequency domain signal is

(

)

M
=
Sm [ n ] R m [ n ] H m [ n ] ∑ m =1 Tm [ n ] Sm [ n ] + ηm [ n ]

(1)

where H m [ n ] denotes the MIMO channel matrix from the base station to user m at subcarrier n. The data
symbol vector S m [ n ] is post multiplied by the transmit beam forming matrix Tm [ n ] ∈ C K × N m before transmitting from the antennas. Having set the transmit power to be pm [ k , n ] , the columns of Tm [ n ] are normalized to 1. The same holds for the receive beam forming matrix R m [ n ] . In addition, the noise ηm [ n ] is assumed to be i.i.d. complex Gaussian with zero mean and variance of σ 2 . The fidelity of the signal Sm [ k , n ] is
measured by its SINR, which is given by
Γm [ k , n] =
M

pm [ k , n ] R m [ k , n ] H m [ k , n ] Tm [ k , n ]
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With the assumption that the interference terms in (2) are Gaussian and independent, from the information-theoretic viewpoint, the achievable aggregate rate for user m, which is denoted as υm , becomes

∑ ∑
Nf

Nm

=
n 1=
k 1

log 2 (1 + Γ [ k , n ])

(3)

Therefore, the system throughput is

υ = ∑ m =1υm
M

(4)

3. Maximum Throughput with Maximum Bandwidth
For any system throughput is calculated as symbols per second. Further it is converted into bits per second depending on the how many bits a symbol can carry. In LTE for 20 MHz, there are 100 Resource Blocks and each
Resource block have 12 × 7 × 2 = 168 Symbols per ms in case of Normal CP. So there are 16,800 Symbols per
ms or 16,800,000 Symbols per second or 16.8 Msps. If modulation used is 64 QAM (6 bits per symbol) then
throughput will be 16.8 × 6 = 100.8 Mbps for a single chain.
For a LTE [7] system with 4 × 4 MIMO (4T4R) the throughput will be four times of single chain throughput.
i.e. 403.2 Mbps. Many simulations and studies show that there is 25% of overhead used for Controlling and signalling. So the effective throughput will be 300 Mbps. The 300 Mbps number is for downlink and not valid for
uplink. In uplink we have only one transmit chain at UE end. So with 20 MHz we can get Maximum of 100.8
Mbps as calculation shown above. After considering 25% of overhead we get 75 Mbps in uplink. This is the way
how we get the number of throughput 300 Mbps for Downlink and 75 Mbps for Uplink shown everywhere.

Duplex Schemes
Spectrum flexibility is one of the key features of LTE. In addition to the flexibility in transmission bandwidth,
LTE also supports operation in both paired and unpaired spectrum by supporting both FDD-and TDD-based
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duplex operation with the time frequency structures. Although the time-domain structure is, in most respects, the
same for FDD and TDD, there are some differences, most notably the presence of a special sub frame in the case
of TDD. The special sub frame is used to provide the necessary guard time for downlink-uplink switching
shown in Table 1.

4. DL and UL Throughput Calculation for LTE FDD
The FDD system has a paired spectrum, same bandwidth for Downlink as well as for Uplink. 20 MHz FDD
system have 20 MHz for Downlink and 20 MHz for Uplink. For throughput calculation, suppose:
Bandwidth—20 MHz
Multiplexing scheme-FDD
UE category-Cat. 3
Modulation supported—as per Cat 3 TBS index 26 for DL (75376 for 100RBs) and 21 for UL (51024 for 100
RBs)
So the throughput can be calculated by a simple formula:
Throughput = Number of Chains × TB size
So DL throughput = 2 × 75376 = 150.752 Mbps
UL throughput = 1 × 51024 = 51.024 Mbps
As we have 2 receive chains and one transmits chain.

5. LTE TDD and Its Frame Structure
Before starting throughput calculation, let’s become familiar with LTE-TDD [6]. As stated earlier, TDD is unpaired spectrum. We have to use same bandwidth for DL and UL on time sharing basis. Suppose if we have 20
MHz spectrum, we have to use this 20 MHz bandwidth for both DL and UL.LTE TDD frame structure is shown
in Figure 1. The TD frame consists of Downlink sub frame, Uplink and Special sub frame.
There are seven possible configurations for LTE TDD frame as shown below. Here D-is downlink, S-for Special sub frame and U- for Uplink. As shown 5 ms periodicity frame have two “S” sub frame and 10 ms frames
have only one “S” sub frame.
Special sub frame has 9 different configurations [8]. A special sub frame is divided into Downlink Pilot Time
Slot (DwPTS), Guard Period (GP) and Uplink Pilot Time Slot (UpPTS) depending upon the number of symbols.

Figure 1. TDD frame structure.
Table 1. Uplink-downlink allocations.
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TDD system throughput calculations are somewhat complex as compared to FDD system as same spectrum is
used by uplink, downlink and for the guard period (Used for transition from downlink to uplink) [9].
For throughput calculation, suppose:
Bandwidth—20 MHz
Multiplexing Scheme-TDD
TDD Configuration-2 (D-6, S-2 and U-2)
Special Sub frame configuration-7 (DwPTS-10, GP-2 and UpPTS-2)
UE category-Cat. 3
Modulation supported—as per Cat 3 TBS index 26 for DL (75376 for 100 RBs) and 21 for UL (51024 for 100
RBs). Throughput in TDD can be calculated by following formula
DL Throughput = Number of Chains × TB size × (Contribution by DL Sub frame + Contribution by DwPTS
in SSF).
UL Throughput = Number of Chains × TB size × (Contribution by UL Sub frame + Contribution by UpPTS
in SSF). TB size for DL is 75376 and for UL it is 51,024 for category 3 UE.
Let’s calculate throughput for the above assumptions:
DL throughput = 2 × 75376 × [(0.6 + 0.2 × (10/14)]
Here 0.6% or 60% contribution is by 6 DL sub frame and [0.2(10/14)] factor contribution by Special sub
frame comes twice whose 10 symbols out of 14 are for downlink.
So DL throughput = 2 × 75376 × (0.742857) = 111.9872 Mbps − 112 Mbps.
In same manner UL throughput will be
UL throughput = 1 × 51024 × [(0.2 + 0.2 × (2/14)]
Here 0.2% or 20% contribution is by 2 UL sub frame and [0.2 × (2/14)] factor contribution by Special sub
frame comes twice whose 2 symbols out of 14 are for uplink.
So UL throughput = 1 × 51024 × (0.228571) = 11.66263 − 12 Mbps.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed about LTE system throughput calculation for both TDD and FDD system. 3 GPP
LTE technology support both TDD and FDD multiplexing. The paper describes all the factors which affect the
throughput like Bandwidth, Modulation, UE category and multiplexing. It also describes how we get throughput
300 Mbps in DL and 75 Mbps in UL and what are assumptions taken to calculate the same. Paper describes the
steps and formulae to calculate the throughput for FDD system for TDD Configuration 1 and Configuration 2.
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